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web sherlock holmes ˈ ʃ ɜːr l ɒ k ˈ h oʊ m z is a fictional detective created by british author arthur conan doyle referring to himself as a consulting

detective in his stories holmes is known for his proficiency with observation deduction forensic science and logical reasoning that borders on the fantastic

which he employs when investigating cases for web apr 10 2024   sherlock holmes fictional character created by the scottish writer arthur conan doyle the

prototype for the modern mastermind detective holmes first appeared in conan doyle s a study in scarlet published in beeton s christmas annual of 1887 the

first collection of the holmes tales published as the adventures of sherlock holmes web sherlock created by mark gatiss steven moffat with benedict

cumberbatch martin freeman una stubbs rupert graves the quirky spin on conan doyle s iconic sleuth pitches him as a high functioning sociopath in modern

day london assisting him in his investigations afghanistan war vet john watson who s introduced to holmes by a web sherlock is a british mystery crime

drama television series based on sir arthur conan doyle s sherlock holmes detective stories created by steven moffat and mark gatiss it stars benedict

cumberbatch as sherlock holmes and martin freeman as doctor john watson thirteen episodes have been produced with four three part series airing from

web an aged retired sherlock holmes deals with dementia as he tries to remember his final case and a mysterious woman whose memory haunts him he

also befriends a fan the young son of his housekeeper who wants him to work again director bill condon stars ian mckellen laura linney hiroyuki sanada

hattie morahan votes 67 898 gross web sherlock holmes is a 2009 period mystery action film starring robert downey jr as the character of the same name

created by sir arthur conan doyle the film was directed by guy ritchie and produced by joel silver lionel wigram susan downey and dan lin the screenplay

written by michael robert johnson anthony peckham and simon kinberg web dec 25 2009   sherlock holmes directed by guy ritchie with robert downey jr jude

law rachel mcadams mark strong detective sherlock holmes and his stalwart partner watson engage in a battle of wits and brawn with a web sherlock

holmes illustration by sidney paget august 1893 sherlock holmes is a fictional character created by arthur conan doyle in 1887 he is an english consulting

detective living in london at 221b baker street at first arthur conan doyle named the detective as sherrinford holmes not sherrin g ford as he wrongly

mentioned in his auto web jan 6 2016   the key to holmes enduring success may be his adaptability to each age basil rathbone s 1940s holmes films were

set in the present and had him fight nazis credit wikipedia life after web 2017 sherlock season 4 features three episodes that promise laughter tears shocks

surprises and extraordinary adventures sherlock holmes benedict cumberbatch is back once more on british
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sherlock holmes wikipedia Mar 31 2024 web sherlock holmes ˈ ʃ ɜːr l ɒ k ˈ h oʊ m z is a fictional detective created by british author arthur conan doyle

referring to himself as a consulting detective in his stories holmes is known for his proficiency with observation deduction forensic science and logical

reasoning that borders on the fantastic which he employs when investigating cases for

sherlock holmes description stories books facts Feb 28 2024 web apr 10 2024   sherlock holmes fictional character created by the scottish writer arthur

conan doyle the prototype for the modern mastermind detective holmes first appeared in conan doyle s a study in scarlet published in beeton s christmas

annual of 1887 the first collection of the holmes tales published as the adventures of sherlock holmes

sherlock tv series 2010 2017 imdb Jan 29 2024 web sherlock created by mark gatiss steven moffat with benedict cumberbatch martin freeman una stubbs

rupert graves the quirky spin on conan doyle s iconic sleuth pitches him as a high functioning sociopath in modern day london assisting him in his

investigations afghanistan war vet john watson who s introduced to holmes by a

sherlock tv series wikipedia Dec 28 2023 web sherlock is a british mystery crime drama television series based on sir arthur conan doyle s sherlock holmes

detective stories created by steven moffat and mark gatiss it stars benedict cumberbatch as sherlock holmes and martin freeman as doctor john watson

thirteen episodes have been produced with four three part series airing from

all sherlock holmes movies and series imdb Nov 26 2023 web an aged retired sherlock holmes deals with dementia as he tries to remember his final case

and a mysterious woman whose memory haunts him he also befriends a fan the young son of his housekeeper who wants him to work again director bill

condon stars ian mckellen laura linney hiroyuki sanada hattie morahan votes 67 898 gross

sherlock holmes 2009 film wikipedia Oct 26 2023 web sherlock holmes is a 2009 period mystery action film starring robert downey jr as the character of the

same name created by sir arthur conan doyle the film was directed by guy ritchie and produced by joel silver lionel wigram susan downey and dan lin the

screenplay written by michael robert johnson anthony peckham and simon kinberg

sherlock holmes 2009 imdb Sep 24 2023 web dec 25 2009   sherlock holmes directed by guy ritchie with robert downey jr jude law rachel mcadams mark

strong detective sherlock holmes and his stalwart partner watson engage in a battle of wits and brawn with a

sherlock holmes the arthur conan doyle encyclopedia Aug 24 2023 web sherlock holmes illustration by sidney paget august 1893 sherlock holmes is a

fictional character created by arthur conan doyle in 1887 he is an english consulting detective living in london at 221b baker street at first arthur conan doyle

named the detective as sherrinford holmes not sherrin g ford as he wrongly mentioned in his auto

how sherlock holmes changed the world bbc Jul 23 2023 web jan 6 2016   the key to holmes enduring success may be his adaptability to each age basil
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rathbone s 1940s holmes films were set in the present and had him fight nazis credit wikipedia life after

season 4 masterpiece official site pbs Jun 21 2023 web 2017 sherlock season 4 features three episodes that promise laughter tears shocks surprises and

extraordinary adventures sherlock holmes benedict cumberbatch is back once more on british
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